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1. INTRODUCTION
Ž .Let X, ,  be a -finite measure space. Let a -measurable transfor-
Ž 1 .Ž . Ž 1Ž ..mation S: X X be nonsingular, i.e., S A   S A  0 for
Ž . 1 1all A  such that  A  0. The operator P: L  L defined by
Pf d f d , A  , 1Ž .H H
1Ž .A S A
   is called the FrobeniusPerron operator 8 , and the operator U: L  L
defined by
Ug x  gS x  g S x 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
is called the Koopman operator, which is the dual of P in the sense that
Pf g d fUg d , f L1 , g L . 3Ž . Ž .H H
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 In this paper we continue the spectral analysis for P and U given in 5 .
 For its importance, see, e.g., 1, 2, 7 . We shall use the decomposition
 theorems for FrobeniusPerron and Koopman operators 3, 6 to obtain
  Ž .new results. In 5 , it was conjectured that the spectrum  P of P is
either the unit disk or a cyclic subset of the union of the unit circle and 0.
Here we show that the conjecture is true in some cases that are more
general than those in the previous works. In the next two sections, we shall
consider two cases corresponding to P and U, respectively.
2. THE SPECTRUM OF P: CASE I
1  1Ž . 4  Denote S  S A : A  , which is a sub--algebra of . In 5 ,
it was shown that if S1 , then the spectrum of P is either the unit
disk or a subset of the unit circle, depending on whether 0 is a spectral
point or not. We generalize this result in this section.
The analysis of the spectrum of P is based on the concept of conditional
1Ž . 1Ž . expectation E: L   L  . Suppose  is a sub--algebra of  such
Ž  . 1Ž .that the induced measure space X,  ,  is also -finite. Let f L  .
1Ž .Then there is a unique function, denoted by Ef, in L  such that
Ef d f d , A  .H H
A A
Ž .Some properties of E are listed in the following for our purpose. Let R E
Ž .and N E be the range and the null space of E, respectively.
Ž . 1Ž .PROPOSITION 2.1. i E is a bounded positie projector of L  onto
1Ž .L  with norm 1. Hence
L1   R E N E  L1  N E . 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
1 1 1 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ii Let E: L   L  and E: L   L  be two conditional
 expectations associated with  and  , respectiely. Then EE EE E if
and only if 	 .
Let k be a nonnegative integer and define
  Sk  Sk A : A  . 4Ž .k
1  4Then S    and  is a monotonically decreasing sequencek k
1 k k0
of sub--algebras of . Therefore, there are only two possibilities. Either
   for all k or there is a k such that    for all i k.k
1 k i
1 i
We assume that there exists a nonnegative integer k such that   k
1 k
Ž .and the measure space X,  ,  is -finite. This implies that all measurek
Ž .spaces X,  ,  are -finite for 0 i k.i
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Let 0 i k. Since S is nonsingular with respect to , it is nonsingular
with respect to the sub--algebra  , and so the corresponding Froben-i
iusPerron operator
P : L1   L1 Ž . Ž .i i i
is well defined, and, in particular, P  P. In the following, the L1-norm of0
1Ž .  f L  is still denoted as f without causing ambiguity. Since1i
Ž . 1Ž . 1Ž .X,  ,  is -finite, E : L   L  , the conditional expectationi
1 i i i
 associated with  , is well defined. From 6 ,i
1
L1   R E N E  L1  N P , 5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i i i i
1 i
Ž . Ž .  4 Ž .P is isometric on R E , and if N P  0 , then either  P 	 D ori i i i
Ž . Ž . 1Ž . P D, depending on whether or not R P  L  .i i i
Ž  .For a bounded linear operator T : B B on a Banach space B, , let
Ž . T be the set of all complex numbers  such that there is a sequencea
 4x 	 B for whichn
 x  1, lim T  x  0.Ž .n n
n
Ž . T is called the approximate point spectrum of T. It is well known thata
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . T 	  T 	  T and  T 	  T , where  T is the pointp a a p
Ž .spectrum of T , the set of all eigenvalues of T , and  T is the boundary
Ž .of the point set  T of complex numbers.
1Ž . 1Ž . 1Ž .LEMMA 2.1. Let 0 i k, and let P : L   L  , P : L i i i i
1 i
1
1Ž . 1Ž . 1Ž . L  , and E : L   L  be defined as aboe. Theni
1 i i i
P E  E P . 6Ž .i
1 i i i
1Ž .Proof. Let f L  be given. For any A  , we havei
1 i
1
P f d f d P f d E P f d.H H H Hi
1 i i i1Ž .A S A A A
Hence P f E P f , which implies thati
1 i i
P E f P f E P f .i
1 i i
1 i i
Ž . Ž .Now let fN E N P . Theni i
P E f 0 E P f .i
1 i i i
1 1Ž . Ž . Ž .The lemma follows since L   L  N E .i i
1 i
 Remark 2.1. A similar result was given in 4 .
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 LEMMA 2.2. Let  be a complex number such that 0   1. Gien
Ž . Ž .0 i k,   P implies that   P .a i a i
1
Ž . 1Ž .Proof. Since   P , there is a sequence f  L  such thata i n i
 f  1, lim P   f  0.Ž .1n i n 1
n
1Ž . ŽLet f  p 
 q , where p  E f  L  and q  f  p  In n n n i n i
1 n n n
. Ž . Ž .E f N E N P . Since p  E p and P E  E P ,i n i i n i n i
1 i i i
   P   p  P p  p  P E p  pŽ . 1 1i
1 n i
1 n n i
1 i n n1
 E P   f  P   f  0.Ž . Ž .i i n i n1 1
Now we claim that there exists a constant 	 0 such that
 p  	 n. 7Ž .1n
 If this is not true, without loss of generality, we may assume that p  0.1n
Then, from
         1 q  f  p  f  p  1 p  1,1 1 1 1 1n n n n n n
 we have q  1, which implies that1n
     P   q   q    0. 8Ž . Ž .1i n n1
On the other hand,
P   q  P   f  P   pŽ . Ž . Ž .i n i n i n1 1
 P   f 
 P   pŽ . Ž .i n i n1 1
  P   f 
 2 p  0,Ž . 1i n n1
Ž . Ž .which contradicts 8 . Hence 7 is true. Define
pn
p  , n 1, 2, . . . .n˜  p 1n
 Then p  1 and˜ 1n
1
P   p  P   p  0.Ž . Ž .˜i
1 n i
1 n1 1	
Ž .Therefore,   P .a i
1
We are ready to prove the main result of this section.
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Ž .THEOREM 2.1. If    for some k  and X,  ,  is -finite,k
1 k k
Ž . Ž .  4then either  P D or  P 	 D 0 , depending upon whether or not
Ž .    P for some  with 0   1.
  1Ž . 1Ž .Proof. Let 0   1 be given. Since P : L   L  is one tok k k
Ž . Ž . Ž .one by Theorem 1.1 i , and Theorem 1.1 iii implies that  P is eitherk
D or a subset of D, and since P is isometric, fromk
               P   f  P f   f  f   f  1  fŽ . Ž .1 1 1 1 1k k1
Ž .it follows that   P . By repeatedly using Lemma 2.2, we have thata k
Ž . Ž .  P , which implies that   P .a
Ž .  First consider the case   P for some  with 0   1. If there
  Ž .exists  such that   1 and    P , then it is easy to see that there1 1 1
Ž .  exists    P such that 0   1, which is a contradiction of the2 2
Ž .   Ž .fact that 
  P for all 0 
  1. Therefore  P D.
Ž .  Now consider the case   P for some  such that 0   1. If
  Ž .there exists  such that 0   1 and    P , then there is1 1 1
Ž .     P with 0   1, which also contradicts the fact that 
2 2
Ž .   Ž .  4 P for any 0 
  1. Therefore  P 	 D 0 .
 4 Ž 4. Ž 4. Ž .EXAMPLE 2.1. Let X 0, 1 with  0   1  12, and let S 0
Ž . Ž 2 S 1  0. Then the corresponding FrobeniusPerron operator P: R ,
  . Ž 2   . R , is given by1 1
1 1x xP  .y y0 0
Ž .  4 1   44 2 1Thus,  P  0, 1 . Note that S  , 0, 1 and S  S .
 EXAMPLE 2.2. It was indicated in 5 that its results fail to deal with the
Ž . Ž .class of interesting logistic models S x  	 x 1 x , 0 	 4, defined	
 on 0, 1 , with respect to the Lebesgue measure m. Here we are able to
answer this question. For the simplicity of presentation, we consider
Ž . Ž .S x  2 x 1 x . The corresponding FrobeniusPerron operator is given
by
 ' '1 1 1 2 x 1 1 2 x
f   f 
ž / ž /' 2 2 2 22 1 2 x
1Pf x  9Ž . Ž .if 0 x
2
1
0 if  x 1. 2
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Since the graph of S is symmetric with respect to x 12, it is easy to see
that the -algebra S1 is ‘‘symmetric’’ about x 12, which implies
1 2 1  that S   and S  S . Fix  with 0   1. Since 
Ž . 1Ž . P , P  is one to one. Now we show that it is onto. Let g L 0, 1 .a
Ž . Ž .Then, from expression 9 , the equation P  f g is equivalent to
Ž . 1 Ž .  f x  g x on 12, 1 and
'1 1 1 2 x
f    f xŽ .ž /' 2 22 1 2 x
1 ' 1 1 2 x
 g x  g 
 10Ž . Ž .ž /' 2 22 1 2 x
  Ž . Ž . 1Ž .on 0, 1 . Let G x denote the right-hand side of 10 . Then G L 0, 12 .
Since the expression
'1 1 1 2 x
f ž /' 2 22 1 2 x
Ž .on the left-hand side of 11 is exactly that of the FrobeniusPerron
     operator associated with S : 0, 12  0, 12 , and since S0, 12 0, 12
Ž . 1Ž . Žis one to one and onto, 11 has a unique solution in L 0, 12 see
 . 1Ž . 1Ž . Ž .6 . Hence P : L 0, 1  L 0, 1 is onto. By Theorem 2.1,  P 	
 4D 0 .
Remark 2.2. From the proof of the above theorem, it is easy to see that
Ž .  4under the condition of Theorem 2.1,  P 	 D 0 . This was provedp
 in 4 with another argument.
 A sufficient condition for    was given in 4 .k
1 k
3. THE SPECTRUM OF P: CASE II
Since the Koopman operator U: L L is the dual of the Frobenius
Perron operator P: L1 L1, they have the same spectrum. In this section,
Ž .  we study the spectrum of U directly to obtain  P . It was proved in 5
that if S1  , that is, S1 is equivalent to  on  in the sense
Ž 1Ž .. Ž . Ž .that  S A  0 if and only if  A  0, then either  U 	 D or
Ž . Ž .  U D, depending on whether or not R U  L . We generalize this
result.
Ž .The analysis of  U is based on the simple concept of restriction
 operator in the following sense. Let A  be given, and denote   AA
4   B : B  . Then the restriction operator F: L  L is defined by
Ff f , the restriction of f on A. The following is direct from theA
definition.
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Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 3.1. i F is a bounded positie projector of L X, , 
Ž  .onto L A,  ,  with norm 1. HenceA
    c  cL  R F N F  L A ,  ,   L A ,  ,  . 11Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .A A
   Ž .ii Let F: L  L and F: L  L be two restriction operators
associated with A and B, respectiely. Then FF FF F if and only if
A	 B.
Ž . Ž .iii Let  be a measure on the measurable space X,  such that
dA supp h where h . Thend
  L A ,  ,   L X ,  ,  . 12Ž . Ž .Ž .A
For i 0, 1, . . . , let the measure   Si be defined byi
 A   Si A , A . 13Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .i
Since  is absolutely continuous with respect to , so is  with respect1 i
1
to  for any i. Thus S is nonsingular with respect to  . Leti i
U : L u  L  14Ž . Ž . Ž .i i i
be the corresponding Koopman operator. Denote the L-norm of f
Ž .  L  by f . Let, ii
d d S1i
1 i
h   15Ž .i d di i
be the RadonNikodym derivative of  with respect to  . Then i
1 i i
1
ŽŽ .c.and  are equivalent on supp h and  supp h  0. Also note thati i i
1 i
 4the sequence of measurable sets supp h is monotonically decreasing.i
Therefore, there are only two possibilities. Either supp h  supp hk
1 k
Ž . Žequivalently    for all k, or supp h  supp h equivalentlyk
1 k k
1 k
.   for some k. We only consider the second case. Denotek
1 k
  4  A supp h : A  . 16Ž .h ii
  Ž .Then from 3 and Proposition 3.1 iii ,
   L   L supp h ,  ,  N U  L  N U . 17Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .hi i i i i
1 ii
Ž . Ž .Let F : L   L  be the corresponding restriction operator de-i i i
fined by F f f   f , where  is the characteristic functionsupp hi supp h Ai i
of A.
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Ž . Ž .LEMMA 3.1. For any f L  , U F f F U f in L  .i i
1 i i i i
1
Ž . Ž .Proof. Let f L  be given. Since S supp h 	 supp h ,i i i
U F fU  f   S  fSŽ .i
1 i i
1 supp h supp hi i
   fS F fS  F U fŽ .supp h i i ii
Ž .in L  .i
1
 LEMMA 3.2. Let  be a complex number such that 0   1. Then
Ž . Ž .  U implies that   U .a i a i
1
Ž . Ž .Proof. Since   U , there is a sequence f  L  such thata i n i
   f  1, lim U   f  0.Ž . , i  , in i n
n
Ž . ŽLet f  p 
 q , where p  F f  L  and q  f  p  In n n n i n i
1 n n n
. Ž . Ž .F f N F N U . Since p  F p and U F  F U ,i n i i n i n i
1 i i i
   U   p  U p  p  U F p  pŽ .  , i
1  , i
1i
1 n i
1 n n i
1 i n n , i
1
 F U   f  U   f  0.Ž . Ž .i i n i n , i
1  , i
Suppose that there does not exist a constant 	 0 such that
 p  	 , n. 18Ž . , i
1n
   Without loss of generality, we assume that p  0. Then p , i
1 , in n
0 since  and  are equivalent on supp h . Thus, fromi
1 i i
         1 q  f  p  f  p  1 p  1, , i  , i  , i  , i  , in n n n n n
 we have q  1, which implies that, in
     U   q   q    0. 19Ž . Ž . , ii n n , i
On the other hand,
U   q  U   f  U   pŽ . Ž . Ž .i n i n i n , i  , i
 U   f 
 U   pŽ . Ž .i n i n , i  , i
  U   f 
 2 p  0,Ž .  , ii n n , i
Ž . Ž . Ž .which contradicts 19 . Hence 18 is true. Therefore,   U .a i
1
THEOREM 3.1. If  and  are equialent for some k , then eitherk
1 k
Ž . Ž .  4 Ž . P D or  P 	 D 0 , depending upon whether   P for
 some  with 0   1.
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  Ž . Ž .Proof. Let 0   1 be given. Since U : L   L  is one tok k k
Ž . Ž .one by Theorem 1.1 ii ,  U is either D or a subset of D. It followsk
Ž .that   U since U is isometric. Lemma 3.2 then implies thata k k
Ž . Ž .  U , which implies that   U .a
Ž .  Suppose   P for some  with 0   1. If there exists  such1
  Ž . Ž .  that   1 and    P , then there exists    P with 0 1 1 2 2
Ž . 1, which is impossible. Therefore  P D.
Ž .  Suppose   P for some  such that 0   1. If there exists 1
  Ž . Ž .such that 0   1 and    P , then there is    P with1 1 2
  Ž .0   1, which also leads to a contradiction. Therefore  P 	 D2
 40 .
 EXAMPLE 3.1. Let X 0, 1 with the Lebesgue measure m, and let S:
   0, 1  0, 1 be defined by
1x if 0 x 2
S x Ž . 1 1½ x if  x 1.2 2
Ž .Then, from the definition 1 of the FrobeniusPerron operator,
1 1f x 
 f x
 if 0 xŽ . Ž .2 2
Pf x  20Ž . Ž .1½ 0 if  x 1.2
After simple computations, we see that
m A m S1 A  h dm,Ž . Ž .Ž . H1 0
A
where h  2 , and0 0, 12
m A m S1 A  h dm ,Ž . Ž .Ž . H2 1 1 1
A
Ž .where h  1. Thus, m m while m m, and  P can be deter-1 2 1 1
mined by means of Theorem 3.1. Indeed, let  be a fixed complex number
 such that 0   1. We show that P  is one to one and onto, which
Ž .means that   P . That P  is one to one is immediate from the
Ž . 1Ž .expression 20 , and for any g L 0, 1 , let
1 1 111   g x
 
 g x if 0 xŽ . Ž .Ž .2 2f x Ž .
11½ g x if  x 1.Ž . 2
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Ž . Ž .  4Then P  f g. Thus  P 	 D 0 . In fact, the same argument
Ž .  4 Ž .shows that   P for any  0, 1 . On the other hand, 1  P ,
   since P is a positive operator with P  1 9 , and Pf 0, where1
11 if 0 x 2
f x Ž . 1½1 if  x 1.2
Ž .  4Therefore,  P  0, 1 .
Ž .  4Remark 3.1. Under the condition of Theorem 3.1,  U 	 D 0 .p
 This generalizes a result in 4 .
Ž .Remark 3.2. i The condition that    in Theorem 3.1 isk
1 k
equivalent to the condition that the FrobeniusPerron operator
P k : L1 X ,  ,   L1 X ,  , Ž . Ž .k k
  Ž .is onto 6 . It is interesting to study  P if the FrobeniusPerron operator
P : L1 X ,  ,   L1 X ,  ,  ,Ž . Ž .k k k
which was studied in Section 2, is onto.
Ž .ii The condition that    in Theorem 2.1 is equivalent tok
1 k
the condition that the Koopman operator
U k : L X ,  ,   L X ,  , Ž . Ž .k k
  Ž .is onto 6 . It is appealing to study  P if the Koopman operator
U : L X ,  ,   L X ,  ,  ,Ž . Ž .k k k
which was investigated in this section, is onto.
Remark 3.3. The spectrum of P in the case k  in Theorem 2.1 or
Theorem 3.1 is still an open problem, although we strongly believe that the
conjecture is still true in this general case.
4. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we generalized the results on the spectrum of Frobenius
Perron operators in the case of S1  or S1   to the case of
SŽ k
1. Sk  or SŽ k
1. Sk for some 0 k . It was
 shown that the original conjecture in 5 is true in this more general case,
but the conjecture without any assumption is still open. For example, it is
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important to find the spectrum of P associated with an exact S, when the
intersection of all Sk  is a trivial -algebra.
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